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New Copy Center on Campus 
by Amy MacFee 
Need copies? Do the lines in the 
library drive you crazy? CSP has just 
installed a new full service copy center in 
the first level of the Administration 
Building. 
Last year, the growing need for a 
management style copy center was real-
ized when the "wasted man time" of sec-
retaries, professors, and staff was recog-
nized. Xerox was invited on campus to 
conduct a study on the efficiency of a 
complex copying network. The study 
reflected an obvious need for an alterna-
tive system. Competitive companies bid 
on the provision of this service and Xerox 
was selected. The copy center is consid-
ered an "improvement in operations of the  
campus," according to Dan Muewissen, 
Director of the copy center facility. 
Several satellite or stand alone 
copiers have been placed on campus for 
the purpose of single copies. Machines 
have also been placed in the Education 
Department and Administration 
Building. The copy center will use an 
advanced, high quality copier. These 
new copiers are in addition to the coin 
operated machines in the library. 
"I think it's very exciting; it will 
hopefully bring many off-campus 
copies back to the campus," says 
Muewissen. The convenience of a pro-
fessional service for high volume 
copies is unbeatable. How will this ben-
efit CSP students? The price of $.05 per 
copy will decrease as the volume of  
copies increase. This is "strictly a service 
department," assures Muewissen, "not a 
revenue account." CSP did not just invest 
in a "money maker" but a service to 
improve the campus in meeting the stu-
dent and staff needs. The contract signed 
with Xerox allows for growth as the copy 
industry upgrades in the future. Dan 
Muewissen explains that the flexible 
agreement "can change as needs at CSP 
change." 
This service is easily accessible for 
students and is open Monday through 
Friday, 8-4:30 p.m. The procedure is sim-
ple: fill out a job ticket and pay some cash. 
Melissa Howard is the trained main oper-
ator on campus and is available to answer 
any questions at 641-8725.t 
Jason Lucey discov-
ers Concordia's new 
copy center. 
Scheduling and Priority at the Gangelhoff Center 
by Theresa Monette 
If you wanted to see a movie at 3:00 
a.m. in a theatre, you probably couldn't 
unless you were to travel to another coun-
try with a different time zone. As for any 
building, it would not be cost effective to 
run movies at a time with so small a prof-
it. In the same way, using our new athlet-
ic facility, the Gangelhoff Center, is some-
times restricted by time slots. This is not 
to say that student use of this facility is 
unimportant, but to point out that you can 
not please all of the people all of the time. 
Hal Raether, building director for the 
Gangelhoff and LMC, uses a similar anal-
ogy when addressing concerns about 
usage and availability of these facilities. 
According to Mr. Raether, costs to 
maintain the Gangelhoff Center for one 
day of regular operation including turning 
on the lights; using the heat, air, and 
water; and paying for workers (student, 
staff, administrative, and custodial) is 
$520.00 per day! Just to pay the bills on a 
facility of this magnitude at this rate costs 
the college $190,000.00 per year. This is 
one of the primary reasons that rentals 
during off- peak student hours are so nec-
essary. Gross revenues for this year from 
group rentals and community member-
ships are expected to reach $100,000.00, 
saving everyone a huge chunk of money. 
Despite the need for services in the 
Gangelhoff and LMC beyond campus-
only events, students and other campus 
groups almost always take priority for 
usage. 
Before the Gangelhoff Center was 
built, a building commission was hired to 
survey not only important physical needs 
for the facility, but also to meet and dis-
cuss priority usage groups for the facility. 
The following guidelines for priority use 
of the new complex were established and 
approved based on committee recommen-
dations: 
1)Health and Physical Education Students 
and Staff—based on their class needs. 
2)Collegiate Athletics—based on their 
by Theresa Seto (with help from 
Sheryl Trittin) 
1994 has been a year filled with joy 
and despair. Events occuring from 
Concordia College St. Paul to Bosnia 
reached our eyes and ears. Worldwide 
events that have brought nations together 
or have caused turmoil have been reflect-
ed through various sources of the media. 
As a way of tying up the year, the Sword 
highlights a variety of events from the past 
twelve months.  
established practices and games. 
3)Recreational Activities —primarily for 
students. 
4)ciub sports—intramural sport teams 
and other sport clubs on campus. 
5)Open Campus Recreation—for all 
members of the campus community. 
6)Special Campus Events—campus group 
rentals, rallies, etc. 
7)Alumni and Church Groups—recre-
ational or professional events. 
8)Community Groups or Rentals—recre-
ational or professional events. 
After one full year of operation, the 
times for each of the above priority groups 
and how they are served has been contin- 
JANUARY 
Swinging into the 1994 year, Nancy 
Kerrigan was clubbed on her right knee in 
Detroit, Michigan after skating practice on 
January sixth. 
OLame duck Defense Secretary Les Aspin 
approved a policy that would expand the 
presence of women in ground-combat 
forces. This policy would include women 
in dangerous support jobs that have been 
reserved for men only; however, women 
will still not engage in fighting. 
OEarthquake in Los Angeles measured at 
ually studied and modified. Most difficult 
for the center director and other officials 
have been decisions regarding how and 
when each group would use the facilities. 
Studies done by other colleges and sur-
veys on time usage were utilized to estab-
lish the current "Gangelhoff User 
Schedules and Information." This list (see 
below) is useful to students, staff, and 
community members because it clearly 
lists days, times, and space/use priority. It 
is Mr. Raether's hope that by making this 
list available, facility users will be more 
Gangelhoff continued on 
page 3. 
6.6 on the Richter Scale, followed by over 
1,000 aftershocks, killed 55 people caus-
ing an estimated $15-30 billion in dam-
age. 
0In Minnesota, due to bitter, sub-arctic 
temperatures, Governor Arne Carlson 
ordered all schools to be closed, including 
CSP. 
ODallas Cowboys won the Super bowl. 
ODIED. John Bradley, 70, U.S. 
Serviceman, pictured in the classic photo, 
1994 continued on page 2. 
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Three ways to beat 
the high cost of college. 
1. The Montgomery GI Bill 
2. Student loan repayment 
3. Part-time income 
The Army Reserve Alternate Training Program is a smart way to pay for college. 
First, if you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with up to $6,840 
for current college expenses or approved vo/tech training. 
Second, if you have—or obtain—a qualified student loan not in default, you may 
get it paid off at the rate of 15% per year or $500, whichever is greater, up to a maximum of 
$10,000. Selected military skills can double that maximum. 
Third, you can earn part-time money in college, and here's how it works: One 
summer you take Basic Training, and the next summer you receive skill training at an Army 
school. You'll earn over $1,500 for Basic and even more for skill training. Then you'll attend 
monthly meetings at an Army Reserve unit near your college, usually one weekend a month 
plus two weeks a year. You'll be paid over $105 a weekend to start. It's worth thinking about. 
Give us a call: 
644-5688 
ARMY RESERVE 
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WW II photo of the U.S. flag being raised 
in Iwo Jima. 
<>DIED. Charles Stoneham ("Chub") 
Feeney, 72, Former president of baseball's 
National League. 
°DEED. Telly Savalas, 70, former televi-
sion star of Kojak 
FEBRUARY 
OThe trade embargo against Vietnam was 
lifted after 19 years. 
OWilliam Perry was voted in as the 
Secretary of Defense. 
°Chicago police discovered 19 children in 
an apartment, lying two feet deep on dirty 
mattresses or on the floor amid food 
scraps, cigarette butts, and human excre-
ment. 
OA genetically engineered hormone, a nat-
ural protein found in cows, was artificial-
ly manufactured, which can increase milk 
production by 15 %. 
()Opening ceremony on the twelfth in 
Lillehammer for the 1994 XVII Olympic 
games. 
OPresident Clinton sent a proposed budget 
of $1.5 trillion to Congress. 
°Undercover police recovered sixteenth 
century paintings of Raphael's The 
Madonna with Child and Lamb and The 
Madonna of the Hay. 
OSteven Spielberg received Best Director 
for Schindler's List, which won Best 
Picture, as well as receiving 12 nomina-
tions. 
OTupac Shakur, actor/rapper was convict-
ed of assaulting film director, Allen 
Hughes. 
()Sanctions were placed against Japan for 
violating a 1989 trade agreement. 
OViacom bought Paramount Pictures. 
MARCH 
OA Singapore judge sentenced 18 year-old 
Michael Fay, to be fined, caned with six 
flogs of a split-bamboo cane and to spend 
four months in prison for spray-painting 
cars and other acts of vandalism. 
OU.S. Postal Board of Governors agreed 
to raise stamps 10.3%, increasing the rate 
of a standard letter from $ .29 to $.32. 
°Michigan voters approved of a plan that 
will rely on sales taxes rather than proper-
ty taxes to help pay for public education, 
thus equalizing funding for rich and poor 
districts. 
OThree-day strike at General Motors shut 
down assembly plants in three states. 
OU.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) implemented new food labels that 
must display data on fat, protein, sodium, 
cholesterol, vitamins, and carbohydrates, 
as well as disclosing how much of the rec-
ommended daily allowance of these nutri-
ents a serving of the food provides. 
0"An Agreement in Principle" was 
reached between the U.S. and North 
Korea. The Agreement allows N. Korea's 
seven nuclear facilities to visited by inter-
national inspectors. 
OThe worst bush fires in 50 years raged 
across southeastern Australia. More than 
1.2 million acres of brush and forest were 
destroyed. 
OViacom merges with Blockbuster 
Entertainment. 
The Whitewater Scandal erupts, involving 
real-estate purchase made by partners, Bill 
and Hillary Clinton. 
OClintons hit the road for Health Care 
Reform. 
OThe island of Sumatra in Indonesia is hit 
with an earthquake that ranked 7.2 on the 
Richter Scale, killing 200 and injuring 
3,000. 
°DIED. Howard Temin, 59, winner of 
1975 Nobel Prize for Medicine, died of 
lung Cancer. Made discoveries in genetics 
that lead researchers to identify the AIDS 
virus. 
°DIED. Thomas (Tip) O'Neill, 81, former 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 
APRIL 
OCandidate running for Mexican 
Presidency Luis Dunalo Colosio was shot 
and killed during a campaign in Tijuana. 
U.S. ends "Operation Restore Hope" in 
Somalia. 
ONaval Academy deliberated expulsion of 
29 midshipmen and disciplining 42 others 
regarding a December 1992 exam. 
Justice Harry Blackmun, Supreme Court's 
Senior Justice, author of the 1973 Roe 
v.Wade retires after 24 years of service. 
OArkansas Razorbacks captured NCAA 
Basketball Championship with a score of 
76-72 against Duke. 
OMichelangelo's Sistine Chapel was 
restored after 14 years of cleaning and 
restoration, costing over $11 million. 
South Africans of every race were 
allowed to vote for the first time. South 
Africans selected post-apartheid govern-
ment— Nelson 'Mandela as their presi-
dent. 
°DEED. Former President Richard Nixon 
ODIED. Kurt Cobain, 27, lead singer of 
grunge rock band Nirvana. 
MAY 
<>Edward Munch's The Scream was found 
in a hotel outside of Oslo. The 1983 paint-
ing was recovered undamaged three 
months after it was stolen from the 
National Art Museum. 
OThe U.S. Senate approved a bill making 
it a federal crime to attack or blockade 
abortion clinics. 
()Pulp Fiction, directed by Quentin 
Tarantino, won the Golden Palm Award 
for Best Movie at the Cannes International 
Film Festival. 
ODIED. Former First Lady Jacqueline 
Kennedy Onassis, 64. 
JUNE 
OKallid Abdul Muhammad, a former 
Nation of Islam spokesman who gave 
speeches against whites, Catholics, Jews, 
was shot and wounded after speaking at 
the University of California - Riverside. 
°House Ways and Means Chairman, Dan 
Rostenkowski, was indicted on. 17 federal 
counts for allegedly engaging in a 20 -
year pattern of corruption; he pleaded "not 
guilty." 
OA Richter Scale reading of a 6.4 earth-
quake followed by a massive avalanche 
killed hundreds in the mountains of 
Columbia. 
OThe 1994 World Cup was held in the 
U.S. 
00.J. Simpson, charged with murdering 
his former wife and her friend lead police 
on a 40 mph car chase through the free-
ways of Los Angeles. 
JULY 
OStone Gossard and Jeff Ament of grunge 
band, Pearl Jam, testified at a congres-
sional hearing on the price of concert tick-
ets. 
OCease-fire arranged by U.N. officials in 
Rawanda concerning the Hutu controlled 
government and the rebel movement 
inspired by the Tutsi. 
°Israel's Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin 
and Jordan's King Hussein met publicly 
for the first time in Washington D.C. to 
push ahead peace agreements and address 
a joint session of Congress. 
OU.S. trade deficit reached its second 
highest level in history, $10.99 billion, 
due to an increase in prices on imported 
oil and overseas sales of American air 
crafts. 
°Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie Presley 
wed. 
ODIED. North Korean ruler, Kim Il Sung, 
82 of a heart attack, known as the "world's 
most durable Communist leader." 
AUGUST 
<>Saugerties, New York hosted Woodstock 
`94, in celebration of the 25th anniversary 
of Woodstock held in Bethel, New York, 
in 1969. 
OA new U.N. report stateed that the 
world's population is growing by 94 mil-
lion people a year, the fastest rate of 
increase in human history. 
OPresident Clinton reversed a 30-year pol-
icy revoking special status give to Cuban 
refugees, which guaranteed asylum if they 
reached U.S. shores. Clinton announced 
that cases will be reviewed by immigra-
tion officials while the refugees face 
indefinite detention. 
OTwo St. Paul police officers and a K-9 
unit were shot and killed in East St. Paul. 
()Andre Agassi wins the U.S. Open. 
SEPTEMBER 
OCrime Bill is passed. 61-38 vote, $30 bil-
lion measure provides funding for 
100,000 more police officers. 
OTyke, 21- year old female elephant tram-
ples trainer to death in Honolulu, Hawaii. 
°Irish Republican Army (IRA) announced 
a "complete cessation of military opera-
tions" regarding Northern Ireland's 25 
years of war, which has killed over 3,000 
people. 
California earthquake, 7.2 on Richter 
Scale was located 200 miles north of San 
Francisco. 
011-year old Robert "Yummy" Sandifer, a 
killer himself, was killed by his own gang 
members in Chicago. 
°Mid-term primary elections 
Jury selection for the O.J. Simpson 
Murder Trial began. 
OU.S. forces, 12,000 Marines moved into 
Haiti. - 
°Pope John Paul II cancels scheduled visit 
to the United States. 
Pneumonic Plague breaks out in Surat, 
India, killing 51 people. 
Genetic "superchip" developed, which 
has been found to determine gene 
sequence—precise arrangement of chemi-
cal building blocks that make up DNA. 
°Mario Lemieux, 28, center forward for 
the Pittsburgh Penguins took a leave from 
hockey for the season. 
<>Andre Young (Dr. Dre) was sentenced to 
an 8-month jail term for violating proba-
tion. 
OEM Pearson, the new theatre building at 
CSP is dedicated. 
OCTOBER 
OThe passenger ferry, Estonia, traveling 
across the Baltic Sea from Estonia to 
Sweden capsized and sank. 900 passen-
gers were confirmed drowned. 
0Whoopi Goldberg, actress, weds union 
organizer Lyle Tractenberg. 
°Michael Fay, 19, canning victim admit-
ted into Hazeldon Rehabilitation Clinic, 
for regularly getting high by inhaling 
butane from pressurized cans. 
Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu, Secretary-
General of Mexico's ruling International 
Revolutionary Party (PRI) in Mexico City 
was assassinated. 
ONelson Mandela visited the U.S. for the 
first time. Offered his thanks to America 
for its help in overthrowing South African 
apartheid. 
<>Paul Hill became first person tried and 
found guilty under the Federal Law pro-
tecting access to abortion clinics. Hill shot 
and killed a doctor and his body guard ear-
lier this year. 
04,000 Army troops and aircraft carrier 
George Washington head to Kuwait and 
the Persian Gulf. 
048 charred bodies, including men, 
women, and children were discovered in 
two Swiss villages. Believed in belonging 
to the secretive religious sect- Order of 
the Solar Temple, the burning seemed to 
have been a "collective murder." 
OFernando Henrique Cardoso, former 
Finance Minister and sociologist is elected 
president of Brazil. 
OKenzaburo Oe of Japan won the Nobel 
Prize for Literature. 
NOVEMBER 
OGary Larson, cartoonist of the Farside 
announces his retirement after 15 years. 
OVictory for Colorado homosexuals. State 
supreme court struck down the 1992 
voter-approved initiative that barred local 
government form passing laws protecting 
homosexuals against discrimination. 
'<President Jean-Bertrand Aristide returns 
to Haiti after-three years in exile. 
Saddam Hussein retreats from the Kuwait 
border. 
OThe 	non-profit 	organization, 
Environmental Working Group released a 
study that five commonly used weed 
killers have been traced seeping into soil 
and streams into the drinking water of 14 
1994 
continued on page 3. 
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ERICA WENTZEL and RUSS 
VANWAGNER 
gangeaoh cUsek gekeddes  
Days 	Hours 
 




Arena 1.) HPE (Health & P.E.) 
2.) Student Use 
3.) Faculty/Staff 
4.) Community Groups 
Sandberg Room 
1.) HPE 
2.) Campus Groups 
3.) Community Groups 
M-F 6:30 am-3:30 pm 
Track 
1.) HPE 
2.) Student Use 
3.) Faculty/Staff 
4.) Community Members 
5.) Group Rentals 
Raquetball Courts 
1.) HPE 
2.) Student Use 
3.) Faculty/Staff 
4.) Community Members 
Conditioning Room 
1.) HPE 
2.) Student Use 
3.) Faculty/Staff 
4.) Contract Service 
5.) Community Members 
6:30 pm-9:00 om All 
ADDITIONS: 
*Starting in January, Baseball and Softball have priority 
use of courts 3 & 4 and the batting cage. 
*Spring and Summer quarters have different schedules 
based on HPE and athletic needs. Community rentals will be 
considered as space permits accordingly. 
*In priority listings, if first priority doesn't want or need 
space, next priority in line will be considered. 
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million Americans, mostly in the 
Midwest. 
'Mid-term elections. Republicans took 
control of the Senate and House of 
Representatives. 
OCalifornia Proposition 187 passed, 
which denies most public services to 
illegal aliens and their children. 
'Oregon approved of a measure that 
would allow doctors in the state to help 
terminally ill patients end their life. 
'Susan Smith, confessed to drowning 
her two sons, three and 14-months. 
'Clinton administration lifted arms 
embargo against Bosnia. 
OFirst female president, Chandrika 
Kumaratunga, was elected in Sri Lanka. 
0$117 million plan was approved by a 
Federal judge that will encourage more 
blacks to enroll at state's historically 
white universities and vice versa. 
'Tropical storm Gordon swept through 
Florida and then changes to Hurricane 
Gordon upon hitting North Carolina's 
coast. 
OGuys and Dolls became the first per-
formance given by CSP students in the 
new theatre building. 
()DIED. Harriet Nelson, 85, co-star of 
the hit show Adventures of Ozzie and 
Harriet. 
'BOOK RELEASES. Pope John Paul 
II' s Crossing the Threshold of Hope and 
ONicole Resnick's Nicole Brown 
Simpson' s Diary a Life Interrupted 
ODIED. Pedro Zamora, 22, AIDS 
activist and recent star on MTV's The 
Real World. 
DECEMBER 
ODr. Jack Kevorkian returned after a 
year and attends the suicide of Margaret 
Garnish, 72. 
'Surgeon General Dr. Jocelyn Elders 
resigned at the request of President 
Clinton, due to her remark concerning 
teaching children about masturbation. 
00i1 was discovered in the lawn at 
Windsor Castle, weekend retreat for the 
British royal family. 
OA VanGogh painting was discovered, 
Still Life (Vase with flowers). 
ODue to the NHL lockout, the 1995 All-
Star game was canceled. 
OFrancisco Martin Duran, 26 of Colorado, 
pulled out a semi-automatic rifle on 
Pennsylvania Avenue and fired 20-30 
shots at the White House. 
'Hank Ketcham, cartoonist of Dennis the 
Menace announced his retirement after 43 
years. 
'Jordan's prime minister, Abdul-Salem 
al-Majali and Israel's Yitzhak Rablin 
signed a peace treaty, witnessed by 
President Clinton. 
Weil Diamond divorced wife Marcia 
after 25 years of marriage. 
'Another violent attack at the White 
House as 4-6 shots were fired from a 9mm 
handgun. 
'White House Press Secretary, first 
woman to hold post resigned. 
'North Korea shot down U.S. helicopter 
and held two American crewmen captive 
after the helicopter crossed the demilita-
rized zone. 
'Mild temperatures spread across the state 
during the '94 holiday season. 
DIED. Jeffrey Dahmer, 34, serial killer 
was beaten by another inmate in 
Wisconsin. 
Other events that are memorable 
throughout the year that may not have 
mentioned include: new locks on the mail-
boxes, new carpeting throughout campus, 
as well as other renovations throughout 
campus. DCE celebrates its 25th anniver-
sary, new professors and staff have joined 
CSP, a new dining service, a missing 
phone in Tier Zero, a missing refrigerator 
on Tier III, as well as a variety of other 
missing or additional entities throughout 
campus. 
1994 proved to be eventful and often 
shocking. One can only imagine what's in 
store for '95.t 
Gangelhoff 
continued from page 1 
informed on times reserved for them. An 
actual weekly schedule of events is posted 
at the Gangelhoff Center desk for those 
9:00 pm-11:00 pm All 
Sat. 8:00 am-Closing 	All 
Sun. 8:00 am-Closing 	All  
wishing to plan their schedules according-
ly. As do movie times, posted schedules 
for the Gangelhoff allow for personal 
schedule adjustment so that the center is 
cost effective and viable for all parties.t 
1.) Community Rentals as 
athletic games permit 
1.) Intramurals scheduled 2 or 
3 nights as athletic 
events permit 
1.) Athletic Events 
2.) Athletic Team Fundraisers 
3.) Community Rentals 
4.) Student Usage 
1.) Athletic Team Fundraisers 
2.) Community Rentals 
3.) Student Usage/Intramurals 
STUDENTS! 
Earn extra cash 




by donating at 
Plasma Alliance. 
Watch a movie or 
read while our 
courteous staff 
attends to you in 
our newly remodeled 
facility. New donors 
receive $30 on their 
first visit. (Student ID 
with proof of Social 
Security number 
required.) 
Call for more 
information. 
646-2556 
03 plasma alliance 
1054 University Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 
ACROSS 
1 John Goodman's 
TV wife (11-3-52) 
5 Barrel's wood 
strip 
10 Hollywood heavy, 
Jack (11-13-16) 
14 Song for 
Pavarotti 
15 Claw 
16 Recording star 
Turner (11-26-39) 
17 1969 Oscar 
winner's full 
name (11-21-45 ) 
19 Told about (2 
wds.) 
20 Knitted pullover 
21 In the future 
23 Cartographer's 
handiwork 
24 	 fide offer 
25 Copied Christie 
Brinkley 
29 Tools 
32 Author Leon 
33 Search with 
intent 
35 Evelyn, to friends 
36 Animal's pouch 
37 Indonesian 
islands 
38 Picnic pest 
39 Sommer from 
Germany (11-5-
41) 
41 	sity, hatred 






48 Cap. of the 
Netherlands 
49 Ms. Hogg 
50 Call on again 
53 To be made up of 
57 Portent 
58 Popular mimic's 
full name (11-26-
38) 
1 2 3 4 	5 6 7 8 9 	10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 
17 18 19 
20 





11 32 33 34 4 
36 37 38 
39 1 111  
s 51 
45 46 47 
54 55 56 
48 49 
52 53 
57 58 59 
60 61 62 
63 64 65 
60 Tiny pest 
61 Singer Rabbit 
(11-27-41) 
62 Kind of star (2 
wds.) 
63 Namesakes of 
Carney (11-4-18) 
64 Before sigh and 
trouble 







2 All in 	 
(2 wds.) 
3 Annoy 
4 Aida's romantic 
interest 
5 More sheer 
6 Wild goat 




10 French family of 
printers 
11 Full name of lady 
in "Dynasty" (11-
18-42) 
12 Small buffalo 
13 A lot 
18 Romance lang. 
22 Ostrich kin 
25 Thinks over 
26 Ecclesiastical 
wear 
27 Full name of TV 
emcee (11-19-
36) 
28 Actress Ladd 
(11-29-32) 
29 Line to measure 
depth 
30 Starr Beatle 
31 	eyes , 
espy 
34 Part of T.G.I.F. 
40 Weasels 
41 Clad 
42 Baltimore team 
43 Bing's song, 
"Swinging 
	" (3 wds.) 
45 Letter 
47 Stadium in 
Atlanta 
50 Italia's capital 
51 Oriental VIP 
52 Neap or ebb 
53 	on one's 
shoulder 
54. 	 boy! (2v.ids.) 
55 Before abed or 
fest 
56 Bills 
59 B to F connection 
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Sno-Week 1995 
,L7anuary 2 3 t h - 
Monday 
Hypnotist John-Ivan Palmer 
8pm Music Auditorium 
Tuesday 
The Magic of 
Chris & Jason 
9ian E. M. Pearson Theatre 
Wednesday 
The music of 
Tim 	Lemmens 
Union 
Anything for Money  
Game show where YOU can win BIG MONEY 
8pm Student Union 
(For more information and contestant sign-up please see packet at the union desk.) 
Friday 
4-10pm Student union 
8pm Student Union 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SPECIAL ACT1VME$ OF STUDENT SENATE 
2 8 h 
8pm Student 
Medallion Thursday Hunt 
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If you're looking fora part-time job to support your college education, choose one that's 
neither "white" collar nor "blue" collar. 
It's sort of green — with various shades that let you blend into the trees as a member of the 
Minnesota Army National Guard. 
It's quite a job. For two weeks a year and one weekend a month, you're eligible for up to $6120 
in education assistance with the Montgomery Gi Baplus 50% tuition reimbursement from the 
Minnesota Anny National Guard. You can also apply for an additional $2,000 enlistment bonus. And 
you'll earn a minimum salary of COO during the course of your enlistment 
You'll dress for...work? 
Well, yes, you can call it work. Most call it ethting: Rappeling down a tower, crossing the 
terrain in a tank — that sort of thing. You'll also learn new skills in communications, computers, 
electronics and hundreds of technical fields. 
And you'll make a lot of new friends who share the same goals you have for a part-time job. 
Better get started now. Call 
296-5736 
The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
MN-34 
2 Col. x 5" 
2 cols = 4" 
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Gospel Time in Gospel Rhyme - It's WorthYour Time 
by Kristine Ranweiler 
Looking for something exciting to do 
this weekend? Come and enjoy the famil-
iar stories and parables of the Bible 
brought to life through song, drama, and 
dance. "Jazz" with the men in the fiery 
furnace, traverse with the wise men on 
their way to Bethlehem, and sway with 
Jonah in the belly of a fish. This kind of 
excitement can only be found in Gospel  
Time in Gospel Rhyme, a Bible story 
drama written and produced by Dr. Jeffrey 
Burkart. 
Seven to thirty minute plays make up 
this drama, telling the stories of Jonah, the 
wise men, the mustard seed, the widow's 
offering (performed by students from 
Lutheran elementary and secondary 
schools), and those three faithful guys in 
the furnace. Some of the plays are set to 
music, which ranges from show tunes to 
children's songs to more modern music. 
Other plays are accompanied by dance 
choreographed by Missy Fink. All of the 
plays feature rhyme. Here is an example: 
King Nebuchadnezzar made an idol of 
gold 
That was ninety feet high and nine wide 
we are told 
And this is the story of three faithful guys 
Who couldn't kowtow, who just wouldn't 
bow 
To a false god of gold that reached up to 
the skies! 
(From "Don't Get Burned!" or "Some 
Like it Hot!") 
When Dr. Burkart wrote the plays he 
had, a few goals in mind. The plays are 
part of a book he is writing, Gospel  
Dramas, which should be published some 
time in 1996. Burkart wanted to retell the  
familiar stories in a new, engaging way. 
He amplifies the stories by giving a credo 
statement of faith to each one. The plays 
explain the message of the Bible and com-
ment on it, ask a thoughtful question of the 
audience to stimulate their thinking, and 
give a call to believe the Gospel. 
The final product is a devotional, edu-
cational, entertaining, and imaginative 
group of dramas. He has created a new 
way to see, hear, and experience the sto- 
ries of the Bible. 
Dr. Burkart also took a different 
approach to producing the dramas. Non-
competitive try-outs allowed everyone (19 
caste members and about 30 people over-
all) to participate. Many new faces will be 
seen on stage for this production, with 
much of the cast being first year students. 
The production has made use of modified 
sets from previous performances on cam-
pus, and the costuming ranges from sim-
ple to very elaborate. 
So, if you would like an exciting 
alternative to cleaning your fish bowl this 
weekend, or if you would like to see one 
of your favorite faculty/staff members on 
stage (Bob Holtz, Harvey Slaughter, Joel 
Schuessler, and Dan Asmus), or if you are 
a fan of Bible stories and great drama, the 
E.M. Pearson Theatre is the place to be. 
When this article was written there were 
approximately 100 tickets total left for the 
following shows: 
Saturday, January 28, 1995 - 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday, January 29, 1995 - 2:00 p.m. 
All seats are $2.00. Tickets can be 
reserved at x860, or if you're feeling 
lucky, you can go to the theatre at the time 
of the production and try to purchase rush 
tickets.t 
Members of Gospel Time in Gospel Rhyme 
warm up for another grueling rehersal. 
At a Loss for Words 
by Wendy FitzHenry & Marc 
Wedo 
Well, once again it is time for one of 
our Siskel and Ebert debates on whether 
or not a film merits our approval—only 
we often agree and leave you with a bor-
ing article. Our latest encounter with the 
large screen was "Speechless," with 
Michael ("I'm Batman") Keaton and 
Geena ("No longer Mrs. Goldblum") 
Davis. We actually are at a loss for words 
about it; oh no, we're speechless. Ok, 
maybe not. Actually, it was pretty good. 
We laughed and we laughed and we 
learned a bit about show tunes. It's a cute 
sort of film, comedy with a bit of a plot, 
and an action sequence that just kicks! 
The acting is solid (who would expect 
anything else looking at this cast list: 
Davis and Keaton, Christopher ("I'm 
beginning to show my age—but still 
Superman sexy") Reeve, Bonnie Bedelia, 
and Ernie ("Ghostbusters") Hudson. 
Set in beautiful New Mexico, the 
story revolves around two speech writers 
&NA' YOU TO EVERYO/VE WHO 
BOX SUCH 4 GREAT SUCCESS. 
4 D/FFEREA/CE 1A/ THE WES Of 
W/THOUT YOUR SUPPORT, 
who work for opposing Senate candidates. 
That in itself does not make a movie, but 
the chemistry between the two characters 
(and actors) makes "Speechless" a joy to 
watch. Catch this one; it's cute (and not 
too anemic on the laughs). 
Mother film that will give you a gut 
ache is "Dumb and Dumber." It stars 
Hollywood's latest golden boy, Jim 
Carrey, and a traditional favorite, Jeff 
Daniels, as two good old boys trying to 
return a lost • briefcase to sweet little 
Lauren ("Picket Fences") Holly. It's the 
usual scattered plot that you get with all 
Jim Carrey movies, but it seems to be 
missing the unique, off-the-wall, fly-by-
the-seat-of-your-pants comedy that "The 
Mask" and "Ace Ventura" provided, If 
you want to become a fan of Carrey 
charisma, this may not be the flick to do it 
on: Go rent another Carrey movie, and 
then catch his latest. It's funny, but not 
FUNNY! This ends our Siskel & Ebert 
review. We really don't know who should 
be Ebert, but we sure do like the taste of 
...CINNAMON! !f 
HELPED MAKE PROJECT mop-
WE cower HAVE dove SUCH 
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Coming Clean in the New Year 
by Brian Wilhorn 
I'm not going this alone. I know there 
are some of you out there who are in the 
same predicament. I hope that coming 
clean now will not only clear my con-
science but encourage others to do the 
same. I have guilty pleasures, musically 
that is. 
Green Day: Why is it that at the 
beginning of the year I can buy a CD of a  
completely unknown band, and by the end 
of the year the band is considered over-
played and annoying by everyone except 
the 12-17 year old demographic? When 
some friends (who will remain anony-
mous for the protection of their privacy) 
and I bought tickets to see them in concert, 
the reaction I got was, "Those guys are 
pretty cool. Should be a good show." By 
the time the show rolled around, the reac-
don from most people, except the previ-
ously mentioned demographic, was, 
"Why?!?" A musically inclined friend of 
mine said they have no musical talent. 
This may be true, but that isn't what 
makes them cool. For me, listening to 
Green Day is just plain fun, as playing it 
has to be for the band. 
White Lion: Last year White Lion 
tried to cut into some of their current debts 
by very quietly releasing a "best of 
album and, yes, I helped them out by buy-
ing the CD. I can't really put my finger on 
one specific reason why, but I think it has 
to do with junior high memories; My 
friends and I used to wait and wait—no 
pun intended—for the video "Wait" to 
come on MTV. Before you begin laughing  
hysterically, take a look at yourself. I'm 
sure some of you will go home soon and 
dig up your old tape of "Pride" or the cas-
sette single of "When the Children Cry." 
Some of you probably have the tape hid-
den in the back of your cassette cases in 
your room right now. Go on, admit it. 
That's what this article is for. 
Da Yoopers: Most of you haven't 
heard of these guys, except you cheese-
heads in the reading audience. They are 
from the upper peninsula, the U.P., of 
Michigan. If you are from the area, how-
ever, you'd call it da yoo pee up dere nort 
of us. According to da Yoopers, all dey 
really do up dere is hunt, fish, lie to da 
wife, -and drink beers. Personal experience 
says they come down to Wisconsin to play 
a lot of frisbee golf. I've seen it. It's scary. 
Anyway, you might recognize "The 
Second Week of Deer Camp" on the radio 
every October and November, and just to 
set the record straight, they did not do "Da 
30 Point Buck." They really aren't the best 
musically—the fake drum beats and the 
keyboard horns are proof to that—but for 
some reason they make me laugh. 
The Flintstones 	Soundtrack: 
There's a good reason I have this one. I 
had to buy it for a camp skit that our staff 
did this summer (I was Barney, go figure). 
I was willing to donate it to the camp but 
they didn't need it. They probably didn't 
want to face the embarrassment. At least it.  
has Crash Test Dummies on it. Of course, 
it also has Weird Al Yankovic, the B-52's, 
and Green Jelly. At least I'm not the only 
one in the world who bought it...I hope. 
Garth Brooks: I don't want to cross 
the country folk out there, but I actually 
feel a tinge of guilt because of owning this 
one. Maybe I'm scared that the musical 
choices I'm making are beginning to indi-
cate that I'm becoming more and more 
like my parents. Some of my closest 
friends don't even know I have "The Hits" 
yet. We've all heard "Friends in Low 
Places," "The Thunder Rolls," and "The 
Dance" more than enough times, but there 
are 15 other songs on it worth hearing 
again. I have to admit that I love his 
remake of the Oak Ridge Boys' song 
"Callin' Baton Rouge." If there isn't any 
other reasons for liking this CD, try this 
one: the majority of Garth Brooks' songs 
don't have traditional country lyrics (like 
cheatin', prison, broken hearts, whiskey, 
losing the house, truck, and dog 
and... well, you get the picture). 
If there is anyone else out there who 
owns some music or listens to something 
they are slightly embarrassed of, don't 
worry, you're not alone. Rather than 
embarrassment, take pride in your CD col- 
CAN YOU FIND WHERE THE YOOPERS LIVE ON THIS MAPS.' 
LET US TURN YOUR WINTER BLUES 
INTO WINTER GREEN 




Bringing in the new year with Christ-
L.S.F. members pause for a group photo. 
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Sno-Week Sweeps CSP 
by Carrah Rosine 
The excitement is rising as Sno-week 
fast approaches. On Monday, January 23 
all the fun begins, and will continue 
throughout the week. Everything starts 
Monday at 8 p.m. in the auditorium where 
well-traveled hypnotist, John-Ivan Palmer 
will perform. Palmer has been working 
with hypnosis for 26 years and is known 
as "the world's fastest hypnotist." This is  
your chance to see if hypnotism works on 
you! 
Next, if the idea of magic catches 
your attention, we strongly urge you to 
attend the Tuesday event. Chris and Jason 
will amaze you with their magic skills 
while you enjoy food and maybe even a 
cash prize! That will start at 9 p.m. in the 
E.M. Pearson Theater Building. Musician 
Tim Lemmens will be performing for us 
Wednesday, and the second annual game  
show, "Anything For Money," will take 
place on Thursday. If you would like to be 
a part of these events, they will begin 
around 8 p.m. in the Student Union. 
If you haven't tried the Alpha 
Experience, here is your chance to "jour-
ney into virtual reality." Friday, along 
with the ride simulator, there will be a car-
nival from 4-10 p.m. in the Union. There 
will also be an opportunity to show your 
stuff on the karaoke machine, and at this  
time the winners of the ice carving con-
test, which will be displayed throughout 
the week, will be announced. To end the 
week, there will be a dance in the Union at 
8 p.m. on Saturday. Don't miss this 
chance to take a break from the usual 
stress of life. Everyone is welcome, so 
come join the fun ! t 
Making Payroll User-Friendly 
by Heather Gifford 
Rena Miller is in charge of pay roll at 
Concordia. She makes sure that all 
employees including faculty, staff, and 
students receive payment for their jobs. 
Mrs. Miller would like to inform everyone 
at Concordia of the recent changes in the 
payroll system and would also like to 
make sure everyone currently on payroll is 
aware of the recent arrival of their W-2 for 
1994. 
The faculty and staff are encouraged 
to pickup their checks from the switch 
board in the morning, and students should 
get them from the mail room any time 
after 8:00 a.m. on each pay date. All stu-
dents, faculty, and staff should have 
received their W-2 forms on the Jan. 13 
pay date along with their checks. Please 
reme,ml—sr that these are important docu-
ments that should be kept in a safe place. 
If you did not receive your W-2 form, 
please contact Rena in the administration 
building. 
Changes have occurred in the payroll 
system in the last year. For example, at the 
beginning of this year Mrs. Miller decided 
to regularize the pay period to be every 
fifteen days. This adjustment has had a 
positive effect on the 500 hundred people 
on the Concordia payroll. 
Another new aspect to payroll is 
Direct Deposit. Direct Deposit will allow 
your paycheck to be sent directly to near-
ly any bank in the United States. There are 
only a few small chains not included in 
this system. One drawback to the Direct 
Deposit is that you have to send all of the 
money to the bank and receive any cash 
you need from your checking account, or 
ATM machine. Currently at Concordia, 
25% of the people on payroll have their 
checks sent directly to the bank of their 
choice. To sign up for Direct Deposit, all 
you need to do is bring a voided check 
from your bank to Mrs. Miller so she can 
get the routing number from it. 
When students graduate or leave 
school (even temporarily over a break)  
before their next pay checks arrive, Mrs. 
Miller asks that you bring her a self-
addressed, stamped envelope for the num-
ber of pay checks they will be receiving. 
This same thing should be done for stu-
dents or faculty who leave Concordia, but 
still need to get their W-2 forms. 
With all the changes occurring, there 
are still some old policies that Mrs. Miller 
would like to reiterate to students. For 
example, before students can be on pay-
roll at Concordia, they must be eligible for 
work study. Once you find out from 
Financial Aid that you are eligible, you 
should do the following: see the Financial 
Aid Office for a valid work study contract, 
fill out and sign the contract, give one 
copy to your supervisor and one copy to 
Financial Aid. Finally, go to the Payroll 
Office with two forms of identification 
and fill out W-4 and 1-9 Federal forms, 
and also the Child Support Disclosure 
Form. You must have all this paper work 
turned in before you can be paid for your 
work. 
Although the timecards seem fairly 
self-explanatory, many people make mis-
takes. To fill out your time card you must 
fill in your name and social security num-
ber, write the month in the date area and 
fill in the hours on the line using the near-
est quarter hour (example: 8:00, 8:15, or 
8:30). Circle the days in which you work, 
and at the end of each period, sign and 
date your card, fill in the account number 
of your employer, total the hours for the 
period and give it to your supervisor for 
approval. 
The completed time cards are due the 
same day you are paid. Mrs. Miller said 
the most common mistakes are forgetting 
to sign the time card, inaccurately adding 
up hours, and not following the quarter 
hour schedule. 
Mrs. Miller realizes that there may 
still be some unanswered questions about 
payroll. Therefore, she is willing and open 
to answer any questions you may have 
concerning payroll. Her office is to the 
right of the ground level entrance of the 
administration building.t 
L.S.F. Rings in New Year 
at National Gathering 
CSP was represented by four stu-
dents—Laurie Wolfgram, Carol Walz, 
Traci Kohls, and Aaron Rossow at the 
National Lutheran Student Fellowship 
Gathering. The four day gathering (Dec 
28-Jan 1) consisted of various workshops, 
such as "How to build a Christian 
Relationship, contemporary worship, and 
Stress management." We also attended 
five sessions on "Celebrating New Life in 
Christ" which outlined and suggested 
scripture selections for interactive small 
group discipline. During these sessions we 
met in small groups to discuss God's 
Word and pray about individual joys and 
concerns. On Friday, Lost and Found had 
a concert; they told us to say a BIG hello 
to everyone at CSP! On New Year's Eve 
there was a dance, and at midnight we had 
a Midnight Meditation, ringing in the new 
year with Christ! This gathering gave all 
who attended a feeling of assurance and 
hope for the future. The new experiences 
and learning at the gathering made the stu-
dents eager to bring God's Word to their 
own campuses. 
Concordia St. Paul is part of Region 
4, which consists of North and South 
Dakota and Minnesota. Region 4 had ten 
students attending: one from University of 
North Dakota, one from North Dakota 
State University, one from Moorhead 
State University, one from University of 
Minnesota-Duluth, two from Mankato 
State University, and four from CSP. 
This is the first year LSF has been a 
separate organization at CSP. We are 
happy with the turn-out, but-we are always  
looking for more growth. We have a 
weekly Bible study, Tuesday nights at 
9:00. We are studying the Cows and 
Effect: An Unherd of Bible Study of the 
Ten Cowmandments. So if you have 
Tuesday night free or just want to learn 
more about LSF please come or call 
Laurie at x361. 
Traci Kohls, Secretaryt 
Lucey 
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Jonathan Wirth, 
senior: "To play my 
horn more."t 
Jodi 	Riggert, 	Patrick 
freshman 	(wear- freshman: 
ing 	sister 	Jen's 	in touch 
outfit): 	"I reslove feelings." 
to continue kick- 
ing Geoff's butt in 
all athletic activi- 
ties."t 
Geoffrey Klaas, 
freshman: "Not to 
look so damn good!" 
Senate Speaks 
submitted by Jason Wolter 
You have over $9000 to spend, and 
you can buy whatever you want. The only 
stipulation is that it must be something for 
the improvement of Concordia. That is the 
situation that the CSP Student Senate is in. 
We have a lot of money, but we need your 
input as to what to do with it. What do you 
think should be done with that money? 
Do you have any ideas? As you may have 
already noticed, we have a couple of ways 
that you can give your input. There has 
been a table set up by the mail room all 
week (including toady), which has been 
monitored by y our Senate 
Representatives. There has also been a 
suggestion box set up. There are survey 
questions placed on the Senate informa-
tion board, which you can drop off in the 
Senate suggestion box (next to the Senate 
office door) or you can send it to Senate 
through the mail (c/o Jay Wolter, Box 
2222). You can also call X269 (the Senate 
office) and leave your input. If you are 
shy, all responses can be totally anony-
mous. 
The point is, Senate begins debating 
on how to use this money, beginning on 
Jan. 22. At that time we will begin debat-
ing. If you would like to sit in on this 
Senate meeting, call Jay Wolter in the 
Senate office (X269). All ideas will have 
their time on the Senate floor to be debat-
ed (so don't think that your input doesn't 
matter). Here are some of the ideas 
already turned in: 
New furniture for Tier Three 
Sand-pit volleyball court 
Weight room stereo 
Better Intramural equipment 
Money given to library needs 
E-mail! Internet access 
Money towards security improvements 
These are just a few of the ideas that 
we have been given. I know that there are 
many more good ideas out there. Let's 
face it, most of us have complained at one 
time or another about something that CSP 
is lacking. Now is your chance to do 
something about it! Remember, if you 
don't give us any ideas, then you have no 
right to complain about what is done with 
the money.t 
BA RR 	ST AV E 	ELAM 
AR IA 	TAL O N 	T I NA 











































MI TE 	EDD 	I E 	ASUN 
ARTS 	DEEPS 	RAGS 
An English Major's 
Reading List 
The major writers and their 
major works from Chaucer to 
the 1970s - both British and 
American (listed separately 
and chronologically). Includes 
prose (fiction and 
nonfiction), poetry and drama. 
250 authors; over 550 titles. 
Also short outlines of British 
and American literature -
principal literary movements, 
periods and trends. Excellent 
reference & guide for students, 
teachers and interested readers. 
To receive a copy, send $11.95 
(check or money order) 
to: Rep Publications, 
218 N. Dunlap St., 
St. Paul, MN 55104 
2.8 	Naomi Stohlman dri- 
ves the lane for an 
63.2 	• easy lay-up versus 
72.2 Stout. 
Lady Comet statistics through first 16 
games: 
Scoring 
Sara Grau.. 	 14.3 
Jodi Riggert 9.5 
Rebounding 
Lana Golnitz 	 5.4 
FG Percentage  
Lana Golnitz 	 46% 
Sara Grau 39% 
Jodi Riggert 	 37% 
3PT Percentage  
Jodi Riggert 	 87.5% 
Free Throw Percentage  
Lana Golnitz 	 70% 
Team Scoring 
CSP 	  
Opponents 	  
Assists 
Anna Klemp 	  
Jodi Riggert 2.3 
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Comet Men's Basketball 
Major Adjustments 
Makes 
by Jason Wolter 
The Concordia College men's basket-
ball team is off to a 7-7 start, winning both 
of its Upper Midwest Athletic Conference 
games. However, the most important 
game of the season may have already 
been played this past week. That's 
because the Comets played host to the 
Northwestern Eagles on January 17, but 
this issue of The Sword went to press prior 
to tip-off making it impossible to print the 
game's outcome. 
The reason this game was important 
is that Northwestern is the number one 
threat to dethrone the defending UMAC 
champion Comets. According to Coach 
Getzlaff, " The winner of this game will 
have the inside track on winning the con-
ference." 
Since our last issue much has hap-
pened. The Comets traveled a couple of 
blocks to play the nationally ranked St. 
Thomas Tommies. The Comets stayed 
right with the Tommies for most of the 
game. In fact, Concordia owned a three 
point lead at one point in the second half. 
But, the Tommies' superior talent was 
able to withstand a couple of late surges 
by the Comets. In the end the Comets lost 
by a double digit margin, but they showed 
that they can play with anyone. 
Over the break a serious blow was 
dealt to the Comet's national champi-
onship hopes. Concordia's star point 
guard, Prentiss Perkins, was arrested on 
drug charges. Regardless of his guilt or 
innocence he will not return to the team. 
In official terms, he is on "administrative 
withdrawal." That means that he has had  
to withdraw from classes in order to take 
care of his personal affairs, and therefore 
is no longer eligible to play. This is a 
tremendous loss for the Comets, whose 
only weakness with Perkins was a lack of 
a backup "true" point guard. Both Ryan 
Smith and Josh Wlaschin are shooting 
guards. In the words of Getzlaff, "We 
have to change our whole offense. 
Everything we had before was geared 
toward utilizing Prentiss's skills." 
According to Getzlaff, Perkins had the 
ball 90% of the time. 
Also over the break, the Comets trav-
eled to California to play Concordia teams 
from Irvine, CA and Portland, OR. They 
also played against Southern California 
College. All three of these schools boast 
NAIA Division I programs and offer 
scholarships to their players. And while 
the Comets played well, they were still 
adjusting to the loss of Perkins and lost 
each game. 
After routing the Alumni in an annu-
al fan-favorite, the Comets returned to 
action to host the Crown Crusaders. 
Crown entered the game knowing their 
limitations: talent. So they did what they 
could to stay close. 
Their strategy? Hold the ball as long 
as possible on offense and hope for a 
chance to score before the shot clock 
expires. For a half, it worked. The Comets 
fell into Crown's trap by being aggressive 
and going for steals. That led to easy bas-
kets for the Crusaders. So in the second 
half, Getzlaff allowed Crown to run the 
clock down and fire off bad shots. The. 
plan worked, as Crown seemed confused 
with all that 
time and 
nothing to do 
with the ball. 
After being 
tied at the 
half, the 
Comets 













tinued to lead 
by nearly 
twenty when 
the fin al 
buzzer 
sounded. 
With that win 
Concordia 
owned a 7 - 7 
record (2 - 
in UMAC) 
and a share o 
first place in 
the confer-
ence.t JoshWlaschin draws a foul, but 
can't sink the shot in Concordia's 
game versus Crown College. 
Lady Comets Strive on! 
by Pat Marsh 
The women's basketball season is 
well under way. Though the women are 
not sporting the greatest record, they are 
accomplishing a lot. They have jelled as a 
team and are working quite well together. 
The Lady Comets are also 3-1 in the con-
ference and have an excellent shot at the 
conference title. Their disappointing over-
all record is attributable to the fact that 
they play their toughest games early. This 
grueling schedule gets the women pre-
pared for the rest of the season. 
The team is comprised of 6 upper-
classmen and 5 freshmen. Lana Golnitz 
and Tammi Prochnow are the two seniors. 
Jill Meyer is the only junior. Heather 
Meyer, Kathy Roeber, and Naomi 
Stohlmann represent the sophomore class. 
The freshmen are Renea Culp, Sarah 
Grau, Liz Grein, Anna Klemp, and Jodi 
Riggert. These are the women who repre-
sent Concordia in their surge towards a 
conference championship.t 
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Concordia's Leap From UMAC Marks 
Step Towards Excellence 
Concordia's athletic 
department has finally 
taken a bold leap from 
the Upper Midwest 
Athletic Conference, a 
move that affects all 
sports with the exception 
of football. 
The reasons for 
jumping ship were obvi-
ous. First of all, the level 
by Ryan Smith 
of competition in the UMAC is 
extremely low. In fact, games ver-
sus UMAC powers— Pillsbury, 
Crown U., and North Central—have 
absolutely no effect on NAIA 
regional power rankings which 
determine regional playoff pairings. 
In the eyes of the NAIA, these 
games do not hold any merit. 
A second reason for leaving the 
UMAC deals with recruiting. 
Concordia is in competition for 
recruits with the area schools in the 
Minnesota Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference (MIAC). Schools like St. 
Thomas, Hamline and Bethel have an 
obvious edge in the recruiting game. This 
edge can be directly attributed to these 
schools' affiliation with the MIAC, a 
nationally respected conference. • 
The argument for leaving the UMAC 
can be easily summed up: Concordia real-
ly has nothing to gain by playing UMAC 
schools. When Pillsbury or Crown or 
North Central host Concordia teams, it is 
their Super Bowl or World Series or 
national cmpionship. 
Actually these teams aren't necessar-
ily playing to win. Instead, they play for 
respect—to keep it close. This was never 
more obvious to me than in the men's bas-
ketball game versus Crown on January 12. 
In that game Crown stalled on offense 
from the opening tip to the final buzzer. 
The idea was to run down the shot clock 
and then hope and wish and pray for a bas-
ket. In doing this the score would remain 
close—at least until halftime. In the sec-
ond half, facing an 18-point deficit with 
less than six minutes to play, Crown U. 
continued the stall game. They never 
intended to win the game. So why play it? 
Leaving the UMAC can only work in 
favor of building a tradition of excellence 
in Concordia Athletics. And by competing 
in the 1995-96 seasons as an independent 
team, free from any conference affiliation, 
Concordia will face a strengthened sched-
ule of opponents, thus making the transi-
tion towards greatness! t 
Concordia to Host Regional 
Recreational Tournament 
by Jodi Riggert 
On Friday, February 10, Concordia 
College will be hosting, for the first time, 
the five-state and Manitoba campus quali-
fier tournaments. The tournament, estab-
lished by the Associated College Unions 
and International, will include bowling, 
pool (eight-ball), table tennis and chess. 
An expected 175 registered college stu- 
- 
dents from small private schools to large 
universities within the Region 10 location 
will meet in head to head competition with 
hopes of advancing to nationals. 
Region 10 includes the states of 
North and South Dakota, Minnesota, 
Iowa, and the territories of Manitoba and 
Ontario. Winners from each region must 
then be selected to attend national compe-
tition based on their scores in comparison  
to winners from other regions. 
Last year, Concordia was successful-
ly represented at the tournament by 16 stu-
dents, as they earned top honors in the 
bowling and dart throwing competition 
and a fifth place in the eight-ball tourna-
ment. 
Concordia will be assisted in hosting 
'this tournament by the University of 
Minnesota as they will be making their  
billiards and table tennis courts available. 
The bowling competition will be held at 
Minnehaha Lanes. 
Dan Asmus, Student Union Director 
and this year's tournament coordinator, 
will be named Regional Recreational 
Coordinator after the competition. 
If interested in competing in this 
year's tournament, be sure and contact 
Asmus or Rob Gordon as soon as possi-
ble.t 
Medical-Entry . Level 
Earn $$ while gaining medical experience. Fast-paced 
St. Paul plasma collection facility seeks energetic, flexible 
individuals for part time day and evening positions, including 
2 weekends. Tuition reimbursement available. On bus line. 
Apply in person at: 
1054 University Ave. 
or call at , 646-2556. 
Friday January 20, 1995 
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by Russ Van Wagner 
Combine 1/2 pound of butter with 2 cups 
of water in a sauce pan. Bring to a boil. 
Add 1 and 3/4 cups of flour and 1 tea-
spoon of salt. Stir this mixture fast, for 
about 2 minutes or until mixture forms a 
ball and leaves the side of the pan. Be very 
careful to not overcook. Remove from 
heat and transfer to a mixer bowl. Set 
mixer on high speed. While running 
mixer, slowly add 1 and 3/4 cups of eggs. 
Slow mixer down to medium, and beat 
until the mixture is smooth and glossy. 
Put mixture into a pastry bag without a tip. 
For cream puffs, shoot into balls about 2 
inches in diameter. For eclairs, shoot into 
strips that are 3/4 of an inch by 4 and 1/2 
inches long. 
Bake in a 400 degree oven for 45 minutes 
or until brown and dry. Let them cool 
thoroughly before cutting and filling. 
I was watching the 700 Club the other 
day; they were having a fund raiser, and 
the show had a story about a guy who had 
been a supporter of the Club for many 
years. This man had been involved in a 
car-jacking. A man jumped into his car 
while he was at a stop light, and demand-
ed his wallet at gun point. The robber was 
disappointed with the amount of money he 
found in the wallet, but he noticed the 
there was also an ATM card, so he forced 
the guy to drive to an ATM machine to get 
more money. While the guy was driving, 
the robber went through the rest of his 
wallet. That's when he found the guys 700 
club membership card. So he asked the 
guy if he had belonged to the 700 Club for 
very long, and the guy said "Yes, for over 
10 years." And the robber said that he 
watched Pat Robertson very often, and 
then he handed the guy back his wallet 
and made him pull over. Then he just got 
out of the car and walked away. 
Then Pat went on to say that when you 
become a Christian, God watches out for 
you, and will protect those that are deep in 
their faith. And that this man had evidence 
of the depth of his faith, and that God 
watched out for him and protected him. 
Then there is a 2 beat pause, then Pat 
smiles for the camera and says, "You can 
have that evidence too, for a small contri-
bution, you can become a member of the 
700 Club and get a membership card, just 
call the number on the screen, and there 
will be an operator to take your call." 
The 700 Club card, never meet Satan 
without it. 
This has absolutely nothing to do with 
what I want to write about today, I just 
thought that it was amusing. 
Today want to talk about love. I'm getting 
married soon, and lately a lot of people 
have been making jokes about how "it's 
not too late," and how my life of freedom 
is over. And the jokes are kind of funny, in 
an inept sort of way. But it makes me 
wonder where this idea of marriage being 
a sort of prison comes from. Maybe it has 
to do with the games we used to play as 
children...the "girl germs" and "boy 
germs" game. Remember the "Little 
Rascals' "He-man Woman Haters Club?" 
I guess that it's just the difference between 
men and women. And I think that we can 
see a model of these differences in the TV 
remote. Men are by nature explorers, they 
are always looking at the horizon. 
"What's going on over there?" they think 
to themselves, (well not in so many 
words), but if a man knew what he was 
thinking, that's what it would be. 
Woman are nesters. They are satisfied 
with where they are. 
These examples are mostly true. The one 
exception that I have run into is the bed 
covers. Men crawl into bed and fall 
asleep. Women have a deep seeded need 
to have the sheet hem on the top. No mat-
ter how tired they are, no matter who it 
bothers, they will strip the whole bed and 
put it back together so the that hem is 
under their chin. 
But as the French say,"Viva la'difference" 
I think that the idea that men and woman 
are two different animals is partly true and 
partly untrue, perhaps a better description 
would be that they are two parts of a 
whole. When they are together, and it 
works, they become an emergent being... 
greater than the sum of their pas. 
Is this love? I don't know. I used to think 
that I knew what it was to be in love. Now 
I'm not so sure of the happy /sappy defin-
itions that I used to have. Love is not a 
Bryan Adams song. Love is not a place on 
the highest mountains. Love is not the 
popular mish mash that we are assailed 
with everyday. Love is more reality based, 
not always beautiful, but always there. 
Love is a good working relationship, a 
series of general terms of agreement. 
Love is not the abandonment of one to the 
other, but an embracing of the other. 
Love is not the fireworks, not the glance 
across the room to lock eyes with that per-
son for the first time. Love is the knowl-
edge that that person is in . it for the long 
term. Love is commitment, not to the 
other, but to the relationship, to that third, 
to that emergent being. 
Forever is long time, more than the end of 
the next hour, further than the end of the 
week, way past next year, And it's hard to 
be sure of what one will be thinking in the 
long term. But when one feels the pres-
ence of that third, that emergent being, 
you know that you want to be a part of that 
in the long term. Regardless of whether 
there is time to get out or not. 
A cream puff is a hollow pastry of little 
consequence, filled with lots of sweet goo, 
of no nutritional value, except a short term 
sugar rush. 
A marriage is a solid relationship, filled 
with many moments of stark fear, and 
many moments of total serenity; and over 
the long term, the thing that will sustain us 
to the end of our days. 
When the puff pastry has cooled to room 
temperature, take a pastry bag with a 
medium point, filled with your favorite 
pudding, and jab it into the side of the puff 
pastry and shoot until it's full. Cover with 
powdered sugar or perhaps chocolate 
sauce. 
Eat early, eat often. 
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